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Abstract

Ceramide is subsequently metabolized by ceramide kinase to generate C1P and by ceramidase to generate sphingosine, which is further phosphorylated to S1P by sphingosine kinase. Alternatively, again dephosphorylating of the metabolic derivative also occurs using specific phosphatases, such as C1P phosphatase and S1P phosphatase. Ceramide can also be produced from sphingosine by ceramide synthase. The dynamic regulation for ceramide generation and metabolism is critical for cellular responses to extracellular stimuli, such as death receptor-mediated (TNF-α and Fas), chemotherapeutic agent-mediated using in prostate cancer (zoladex, prostate car, and irradiation-mediated (UV and γ-irradiation). For tumorigenesis, ceramide acts as a tumor-suppressor lipid, whereas S1P acts as a tumor-promoting lipid in BPH and PC cancer comparing with healthy men.
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Introduction:

The experimental work was done at The Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, College of Medicine AL-Nahrain University, and The Ministry of Science and Technology, during the period from (January to Jun) 2016. Sixty patients from men have malignant prostate cancer and Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia, were chosen to be subjected to this study and divided into two groups. The first group (B) consists of (30) patients of men with BPH. This group was divided into four sub-groups: two groups were serum tested, and other two groups were tissue tested. Each group consist of (30) samples which were divided according to doses of drugs (high and low dose). The second group (C) consists of (30) patients of men with malignant prostatic cancer. At the same manner of this groups were divided into four sub-groups: two groups were serum tested, the other two groups were tissue tested. Each group consists of (30) samples which were divided according to chemotherapy doses (high and low doses of chemotherapy). The control group was marked (A) consists of (30) samples of healthy men who were free signs and symptoms of prostate cancer, age ranged from (50-70) years, were nonsmokers, free from Diabetic mellitus, hypertension, renal function disease, and family history of prostatic cancer. All samples were collected from Al-Imameen Al-Kademen Medical City, AL-Jawad Oncology Centre, Medical City-Hospital Martyr Ghazi Al-Hariri for Specialized Surgery, AL-Yarmok Hospital, Educational Oncology Hospital, Special Nursing Hospital, and AL-Saadon Privet Hospital.

In this study it has been developed through examination to assess the Ceramide kinase as assay to measure concentration of ceramide in Serum and Tissue into three groups (control, BPH, and PC) of patients by using Elisa Kit and this Figure (1) shows standard curve of Ceramide in serum and tissue, and The (Mean ± SD) of Cer in serum
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and tissue had shown an increase in the patient with BPH and malignant prostatic cancer in comparing to with control group as in Table (1). Membrane sphingolipid, regulators for cell growth, death, senescence, adhesion, migration, angiogenesis, inflammation, and intracellular trafficking, are bioactive metabolites including sphingosine, ceramide, sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P), and ceramide-1-phosphate (C1P). Apoptosis or Type I programmed cell death, is essential for the maintenance of normal cellular homeostasis and is an important physiological response to many forms of cellular stress. One of the most studied roles of ceramide pertains to its function as a proapoptotic molecule. Ceramide accumulation has been found following treatment of cells with a number of apoptotic agents including ionizing radiation, UV light, TNF-alpha, and chemotherapeutic agents. (Saddoughi et al.,2008). This suggests a role for ceramide in the biological responses of all these agents. Because of its apoptosis-inducing effects in cancer cells, ceramide has been termed the tumor suppressor lipid. Several studies have attempted to define further the specific role of ceramide in the events of cell death and some evidence suggests ceramide functions upstream of the mitochondria in inducing apoptosis. It is owing to the conflicting and variable nature of studies into the role of ceramide in apoptosis, the mechanism by which this lipid regulates apoptosis remains elusive (Spiegel, S, et al, 2002).

Figure 1: concentration of Ceramide (pg/ml) in serum and Tissue in BPH, PC, and matched with Healthy Men

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Mean of peak area ± SD for serum groups</th>
<th>P value between serum groups</th>
<th>Mean of peak area ± SD for tissue groups</th>
<th>P value between tissue groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>88.73 ± 43.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPH without drugs</td>
<td>377.50 ± 198.15</td>
<td>P&lt;0.001</td>
<td>778.25 ± 106.55</td>
<td>P&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPH with drugs</td>
<td>983.50 ± 174.67</td>
<td></td>
<td>2043.62 ± 38.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostatic cancer low doses chemotherapy</td>
<td>665.62 ± 222.17</td>
<td>P&lt;0.001</td>
<td>844.87 ± 108.79</td>
<td>P&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostatic cancer high doses chemotherapy</td>
<td>261.50 ± 90.37</td>
<td></td>
<td>610.87 ± 92.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Determination Concentration of Ceramide kinase (CERK) in Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) A double -antibody sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent one step process assay (ELISA) one stop process was used to measure Ceramide kinase (CERK) in serum and tissue samples.

**Standard preparation:**
The Standard was diluted with Standard diluents in the method of Multiple proportion dilution and the concentrations were followed: (0, 75, 150, 300, 600, 1200 pg/ml).

**Reagent Preparation:**
20 x dilution of washing buffer: distilled water, diluted by 1:20, or 1 copy of the 20 x washing buffer plus 19 copies of the distilled water 5.
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Washing Method:-
Manually washing method was emptied the plate by inverting it and shaking the content out, and then it was taped on the absorbent papers to dry. At least 0.35ml washing solution was added into each well, and the plate was soaked for 1~2 minutes. This process was repeated for 5 times.

Operation Steps:-
Fifty μl of standard were added to standard wells. 40 μl of sample diluent were added to sample wells and ten μl of sample were added. 50 μl of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) were added into each well, except the blank well, the plate was shackled gently and was incubated 60 min at 37 °C.

Excess liquid was discarded, the wells then dried, washed with washing solution and dried again. Chromogen solution (A) followed by 50μl of Chromogen solution (B) were added to each well. The plate gently shackled and incubated for 10 minutes at 37°C in dark place. Fifty μl of stop solution were added into each well to stop the reaction (the blue changes into yellow immediately). Measurement and standard were the blank wells were set at zero and the optical density (OD) was measured at 450 nm within 15 min after adding the stop solution.

Standard curve:-
According to standards concentration and the corresponding OD values, the standard curve linear regression equation was calculated and then the OD values of the sample was applied on the regression equation to calculate the corresponding Figure (2.2) shows the calibration in curve concentration of samples with a rang > 0-<150 ng/ml.
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Discussion:-
In Iraq, people with prostate cancer, according to statistics the Iraqi Ministry of Health is % 5.06 in 2011, a very large number for that was the need to discuss ways and analyzes new reduce the incidence of this disease and it has been the use of advanced technology at a cost of good for early detection of prostate hyperplasia and malignant cancer and result was significant and detection for prostate cancer. The concentration of S1P and Ceramides were different levels with control, and high levels in patients without any drugs or chemotherapy while levels of these markers still low with patients were taken drugs or chemotherapy and level of protein in tissue were raised. Results of biochemistry analysis still normal because we take patients without any D.M., renal failure, and hypertension. Approximately of the population in Western countries suffers from chronic pain syndrome there is a major need for renewed focus on novel targets that will be effective in both neuropathic and inflammatory pain. Compelling evidence implicates Ceramide-to-sphingosine 1-phosphate (S1P) pathways as contributors to pain of diverse etiologies. S1P and its receptors are emerging as important neuronal and immune cell regulators interacting at several sites in the pain pathway. Timely and important to critically evaluate the pharmacological basis for targeting the ceramide-to-S1P pathway as an approach to pain management (BraakM, et al, 2009). (P value) between control group and all groups were significant and (P value) between also two groups (BPH with and without drugs in serum and tissue) (PCa with high and low doses chemotherapy in serum and tissue) also founded significant.
**Conclusion:**
A significant inverse correlation between total S1P and Ceramide levels with BPH and Prostatic cancer. The study concludes that increased incidence of Prostatic cancer with BMI and age.

Increase concentration of protein in tissue with BPH and PC and as well as being a marker that distinguishes indolent prostate cancer from those at risk of lethal progression.
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